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In our paper, the left-hand side of Eq. (36h) should read f42. We also found that a few nonspinning (NS) terms in













































































































Moreover, Eqs. (41f), (41h), (42b), and (42c), and Eqs. (42e)–(42i) contain some typographical errors. They should read
f44 ¼ 1 2625





422  41þ 10








f42 ¼ 1 285





782  59þ 10
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Finally, we have realized that the odd-m factorized h‘m built from ð‘mÞ‘ and ðL‘mÞ‘ are singular in the equal-mass limit



















but ð‘mÞ‘ and ðL‘mÞ‘ are at least quadratic in A=m. This problem was resolved in Ref. [1] by replacing the ð‘mÞ‘ and
ðL‘mÞ‘ with the nonspinning ð‘mÞ‘ and ðL‘mÞ‘ plus the spinning (S) f‘m and fL‘m, defined in Eqs. (41b), (41c), (41e), (41g),






43 , and 
LNS
41 are given in Eqs. (A8b), (A9a), (A9c), (A10b), and






43 , and f
LS
41 are given in Eqs. (A15a)–(A15d).
On 10 May 2013, further errors in two equations from the published paper were discovered. The corrections appear
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